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“Chungaboo Language Series” iPad App Accelerates Language Learning
Just in time for Back to School
AUSTIN, TX – Chungaboo recently announced the release of the Chungaboo Language Series, an
innovative new iPad app that helps children learn to read in up to six different languages, just in time for
the upcoming school year. The app incorporates a series of educational picture eBooks along with an
action-packed, dynamic word game that “slings” flashcards for the user to match in the spirit of all-time
favorites like Fruit Ninja. Over 15 in-game achievements provide hours of fun.
“The Chungaboo Language Series is designed to keep young children engaged when reading, while at
the same time providing opportunities for advanced users to go at their own accelerated learning pace
when studying a new language,” says co-founder Sarah Marquez.
With the Chungaboo Language Series app, children will become captivated by rich animations while
learning basic vocabulary in their language of choice. Users can track progress with Apple’s Game
Center, and earn badges that are uniquely crafted for the languages being studied.
The app supports the six most spoken languages in the United States: Chinese (Mandarin), English,
French, German, Italian, and Spanish. When exploring the app, content will be read aloud by
professional educators, each of whom have extensive translation and tutoring experience. With this
integrated, interactive technology, the child’s learning experience is enhanced by the amazing
illustrations, animations, and rich narratives that tell a story as they learn and progress through the book.
With the simple idea of making learning fun, the Chungaboo Language Series was the vision of a group
of parents who were inspired to improve how their kids learn using the latest mobile devices. The current
titles available will teach readers general concepts such as numbers, letters, and animals while also
teaching a new language.
This app is available now in the Apple App Store and is $0.99 for the initial download, in a fully functional
version. As users continue to grow their vocabulary, they can purchase additional eBook content at $.99
per title for an enriched learning experience.
Visit www.chungaboo.com to view the latest titles across all mobile platforms.
About Chungaboo
Chungaboo is an Austin based mobile education company that delivers an interactive learning experience
to families. Through engaging stories, rich illustrations, and dynamic multimedia content, Chungaboo
brings eBooks to life.
For press inquiries or to download the media kit, please contact Sarah Marquez at
sarah@chungaboo.com.
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